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Silicon valley season 1 episode 7 recap

Counting On returned on February 11, 2019 for Season 9, and significant changes are coming to the Duggar family. Season 8 ended with the marriage of Josiah Duggar and Lauren Swanson. Now that the couple is settling into married life, it's time for the other sibling to take the next step. With so many Duggar children
heading to the next stage of their lives, there's always more than one surprise around the corner. The opening episode of Season 9, The Counting On, takes viewers to Jinger and Jeremy's house in Laredo, Texas. Jinger, now 38. during her pregnancy week, she is urgently preparing for the arrival of her first daughter,
and Jeremy is helping her move forward. Jeremy decides to cook dinner; Inventing a spicy meal could trigger the mother's body into action. However, too much pepper leaves the couple and crew crying and coughing. It all ends well when Jeremy takes chicken Masala is tasty. While dinner is delightful, a spicy meal
doesn't send Jinger to work. Children who stay home in Arkansas take part in spicy fun. Joyanna and Austin finish after the third taste test, as do Ben and Jessa Seewald. Lauren refused to taste the spicy mixes, but she's ready to smell them. Josiah gives everything a taste, but the winner of the challenge is younger
brother Jason. John-David is planning an engagement in Arkansas, john-david is getting ready to propose to his girlfriend Abbie. The 28-year-old bachelor has been with Abbie for a couple of months and is willing to take the risk. He's inviting a photographer from a small town in Texas to help. Photographer Lori agrees to
put the couple on a perfect proposal for The Hangar Hotel, a local landmark that utilizes vintage machines in its décor. John-David is excited about the proposal. She says the hangar makes sense because she and Abbie took a flight together for their first date, but she has to figure out how to get her to Texas without
making her suspicious. He's recruiting twin sister Jana. Jeremy loses his beloved jersey collection back to Lorado Jinger has enlisted the help of sisters Jessa and Jana and family friend Laura to create the perfect nursery for the approaching baby. Jinger and Jeremy know they're welcoming the little girl, but they haven't
chosen a theme for the nursery yet. Jana and Jessa take the pressure off and decide on the Southwest theme considering the couple enjoys living in Texas. Jeremy is panicking when his framed football shirts are taken off the wall. Jeremy didn't realize his property was going to the garage. After all, it doesn't matter
because the jerseys go into storage and Jeremy goes to church. When Jeremy arrives home, the room will be ready, and the couple will be officially ready. his first child together. Jinger mentions to her sisters that she is nervous about the impending birth, but Jessa assures her that everything is fine. In the interview
segment, Jessa, Joyanna and Kendra all discuss their recent births. Jessa notes how difficult her work was at home, while Joyanna mentions that the pain wasn't nearly as severe as she thought it would be. Kendra falls somewhere in the middle claiming the job was difficult, but she knew it was for the greater good.
Joyanna's home reins ended in an emergency. Her first child, Gideon, arrived healthy and happy. Jessa had a natural birth with her first son, Spurgeon, but was rushed to the hospital just after arriving. Kendra chose to have a hospital birth with her first child with husband Joe. Jinger and Jeremy explain that they thought
it was best to work in the hospital considering several family members have had emergency surgery. John-David raises a big question John and Jana arrive in Oklahoma to whisk abbie and her sister Maggie on an adventure. They're heading for the plane John's piloting and landing in a small town in Texas.
Fredricksburg, Texas is the city of 11,000. Abbie really needs to trust John because he never once questions where they're going or why they're in the middle of nowhere, in Texas. The foursome enjoy a peaceful dinner together before heading to the hangar. John covers the proposal by telling Abbie he wants to show
him the vintage machine. Abbie is completely satisfied with this request, leaving viewers wondering how many vintage machines she has watched during the brief trial. The pair enter the hangar with a rose petal heart on the floor. From there, John takes over and asks Abie if he would like to continue flying with her. When
they get to the middle of the heart, John pulls out a printed speech, although he has a hard time getting through it without giggling. Finally, he says, I wonder if you have anything lost for the rest of your life. When he replies that nothing is set in stone, he asks her if she would like to spend the rest of her life with him.
Abbie says yes, claiming she'd be honored to marry him. They're hugging to seal the deal. Jinger heads to the hospital The final scene of the first episode of Season 9 takes viewers to the hospital, where Jinger is ready to be inducted. After meeting her midwife, it looks like the baby is ready to make her big entrance.
Michelle Duggar and Jeremy's parents are in town for birth, and Jana also plans to forss it in San Antonio. Jessa and Ben show up in Texas with their two sons to surprise the couple. However, we have to wait until next week for Jinger's birth because TLC ran with time. Stay tuned for season 9 episode 2 recap next
week! Read more: 'Counting On': Will Derick Dillard and Jill Duggar be back for Season 9? Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! The third episode of Outlander's Season 5 has been released. Read more about the urban areas in the section. There are spoilers ahead of free will. Claire Tries to Make Penicillin
Caitriona Balfe | Michael Tran/Getty Images Claire Fraser (Caitriona Balfe) tries to make penicillin. He teaches Marsal (Lauren Lyle) as the episode opens. Claire asks Marsal how she knows what to look for when it comes to mold. Marsali tells you which colored molds are bad and which are good. Claire thinks she's
defying fate by trying to create penicillin. Jamie (Sam Heughan) returns home to Claire. He tells Claire knox killed one of the regulators. Clare's glad she released the rest of the men. Jamie tells Claire that regulators now have an army and are willing to fight for their beliefs. Claire leaves with Jamie Jamie and tells her
she's leaving again soon with reinforcements. Claire says nothing has been written about regulators that she would have come across in the future. Claire says she's coming with Jamie to find regulators. She says she needs a doctor, and Jamie agrees that she's always needed him and always will. Jamie tells Fergus
(César Domboy) he's going after the regulators. He's putting up an ad looking for men to recruit. Claire and Jamie are leaving Fraser's Ridge. Claire says goodbye to her daughter Brianna (Sophie Skelton). They say I love you and I'm leaving. Brianna also says goodbye to Roger (Richard Rankin), who seems nervous
about what the future holds. Claire finds out the truth about Stephen Bonnet when they arrive at their camp for the evening, Jamie tells Claire about Stephen Bonnet. He's still alive, and his body wasn't found in the prison explosion. Confirmed sightings of Konepet have also been made. Claire's glad Bri doesn't know, but

viewers know she knows after hearing her father's conversation. The Beardsleys will show up if Josiah gets caught stealing supplies. Claire wants to know what she's doing at camp. Jamie brings out another boy who looks just like him. Looks like they're twins. Jamie's asking Josiah the truth. Turns out Josiah and Keziah
are the indents of the Beardsleys. Josiah ran away a year ago. Keziah doesn't hear so well when he's five years old and is injured by the man he's been indented with. Jamie says he's paying their fees to free them. Jamie and Claire are going to see the Beardsleys. Jamie encounters a woman on the property who says
her husband is dead and that they can keep the servants. Claire says it's a very strange place and they should leave. Jamie's asking the woman for a servant's papers again. Things are going to go. With the Beardsleys, Claire suspects something's on the ladder, especially when it smells in the house. He's going upstairs
to look into it. He finds Mr. Beardsley, who appears to have suffered a stroke. He's been lying in the same place for weeks. His wife has fed him so he can suffer more. According to his wife, he hit her and came after her. She tried to get away from him and he fell. He said he couldn't move her. Claire decides to help him
and starts cleaning his wounds. Claire realizes that his wife tortured him by burning his legs over and over again. He blinks and admits his wife did it. Claire refuses to leave, Mrs Beardsley tries to strangle her husband as they leave the room. Turns out he wanted her to die slowly. She is also pregnant and her waters are
cut off when she gets pregnant. Claire has her hands full when she gave birth to a child, a little girl. The child's father is African-American, so it can't be Mr. Beardsley's child. Mr. Beardsley has skeletons in his closet. Mr. Beardsley had several wives before him, and they're all dead. She says he killed them all. None of
them could give him a baby. She was abused the same way she was assaulted by twins. Claire suggests she keep the property. Claire says they're taking her husband with her, and she can never hurt him again. She reveals that her name is Francis or Fanny. Claire tells Jamie she wants Bri and Roger to return to their
own time when they know if Jemmy can travel through the rocks or not. Jamie doesn't like the idea at all. They'd be without their family, without their blood, Jamie tells her. Fanny leaves in the middle of the night without a child. He leaves the papers to make the twins free. Claire knows she's not coming back. Jamie tells
Claire to go out so he can kill Mr. Beardsley. Jamie asks her to blink once yes and twice no. He wants to die, and Jamie shoots him dead. Jamie asks Claire to promise to give him mercy and take her life if she ever ends up in a similar predicament. Claire says she's doing what she has to do for her. This concludes
Season 5, Episode 3 of Outlander. Outlander.
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